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understand how the system works as
they return it to operation. Teachers
should know they do not have to do
this alone. Local electrical, plumbing
and hardware supply stores and fish
farms are often willing to help educators put a system in place at reduced
cost. Parents can also contribute
expertise and time, as they are often
glad to assist. Frequently, time, not a
teacher’s ability, is the limiting factor,
but the community can and will help.
Teachers interested in RAS resurrection should also consider involving teachers from other disciplines
for help. These systems are useful
not only for agriculture but also to
illustrate the principles of biology,
business, chemistry, physics and other
classes. As a result, those teachers
can help provide needed assistance to
revamp an RAS. This ultimately helps
fulfill State Department of Education
goals of cooperation and interdisciplinary exercises for students and includes
agriculture classes in the Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math
(STEM) format. This also demonstrates a student does not have to be
college-bound to benefit from STEM.
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FIGURE 1. Schools involved in classroom aquaculture activities and aided by UAPB
Extension Specialists, 1995-2015.

Two Main Systems Used

genus. There are other bacteria involved, but these are
considered the major players. Water exits the top of
the bead filter and is forcefully pushed out of the holes
in the spray bar, splashing onto the surface in the
culture tank, and transferring oxygen into the water
that is necessary for fish survival. The flow from the
spray bar also circulates water in the tank, pushing
solid wastes toward the drain. At this point, the cycle
begins anew.

The Bead Filter

FIGURE 2. An Aquacenter, Inc. two-tank system composed
of two 500-gallon polypropylene tanks, a 1⁄6-hp pump
and a bead filter. Note the two parallel pipes between the
tanks; on top is the leveling pipe and below is the drain
pipe.

classroom systems employed the flat-bottom tank
because it could be set directly on the floor without a
stand as required by the cone-bottom tanks; a financial consideration. But the cone-bottom tanks provided
better cleaning and removal of solid waste. Through
the years, these basic systems have been replaced
with more complex offerings, and finding information
or photos of the original models can be challenging.
In many cases, the water pump has been replaced by
airlifts, and in some systems, additional chambers
were added for the water to flow through to allow
solid material to settle, reducing the amount of waste
reaching the bead filter.

Water Flow Through the System

are trapped under it. The water continues through
the beads and the bacteria perform the biofiltration
of the dissolved waste. As the fish grow, more feed is
provided, more solids accumulate and the bacterial
populations increase. In addition, any uneaten feed
ends up in the bead filter as well. Consequently, as the
fish grow, the bead filter must be cleaned more often.

FIGURE 3. Two bead filters with slightly different shapes.
Note the 2-inch top ports for water outflow, the 1½-inch
drain ports at the bottom, the air-sucking side ports with
the one-way check valve and the small 1-inch flash drain.
The filter in the top photo uses a check valve on the exit
port while the filter in the bottom photo uses manual
valves. Backwashing this filter requires closing both
valves.

FIGURE 4. Left, a bead filter on its stand with four visible ports. Right, the same filter off the stand, with a
better view of the ports.

FIGURE 5. Example of the screen in the drain port. A
similar screen is used for the water delivery port and the
purge port. The open hole is where the 1-inch flexible
hose seen in Figure 4 has been detached. There is no
screen associated with this hose, and beads will be lost if
not used properly.
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